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Bell-Ringer Sheet N (Week of Jan. 7, 2019)
English with Mr. Thompson

Tues. Jan. 8, 2019 - Daily Oral Language (D.O.L.)
Directions: Please make corrections to the following sentences by rewriting the sentences or by editing them using proofreading symbols.

1. Robin Hood my new book written by sarah hayes and illustrated by
patrick benson. (8 corrections)

2. My sister Danielle read it and said, What an exiting story that is”
(3 corrections)
Wed., Jan. 9, 2019 - Sentence Stalking
Directions: Identify the subject, verb, and other parts of speech of the mentor sentence. Then create your own sentence in the same style.

Mentor Sentence: “Chris relaxed as he always did when his brother told
him a story.”
p. 14 - The Westing Game by Ellen Raskin

My Sentence:

SHEET N
Thurs. Jan. 10, 2019 - Daily Oral Language (D.O.L.)
Directions: Please make corrections to the following sentences by rewriting the sentences or by editing them using proofreading symbols.

1. John asked I, “Is the story of robin hood history or foklore”?
(5 corrections)

2. I answered he, Well from ballads and legends come his name.”
(3 corrections)
Fri., Jan. 11, 2019 - Paragraph Editing
Directions: Edit the paragraph below using proofreader’s marks.

Sometimes when herriot arrived at farms the animals were not
penned up Herriot arived at one farm and the cows he needs to
tests were out in the pasture. the cows would not come in? A man
who could imitate a fly arrived on a old bicycle When the cows
heard the enraged “fly” they ran into the barn. herriot wrote that the
man “had a wonderful gift. Perhaps Herriot did not have the gift of
imitating a fly but his book all creatures great and small shows his
wonderful gift with words (20 corrections)

